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IN CRUCi1 SALUS.-The Chiemist and Druggist of Sep-
tember 2nd, 1905, contains the following paragraph translated
from an article by Dr. Aufrecht, of Berlin, published in the
Pharmnaceutischte Zeitung:

Dr. Nathan Tucker's Specific for Asthma.
This was found to be a reddish-brown fluid with a weak acid

reaction, the principal active ingredient being cocaine. A
qualitative analysis showed that the liquid is possibly. of
about the following composition:

Cocaine hydrochloride ... 1 per cent.
Potassium nitrate . .. 5
Glycerine ... ... ... 35
Bitter-almond water ... ... 30
Water. ... ... ... ... 25
Vegetable extract ... ... ... 4

LETTERS. NOTE5S. Etc.

WARNINMOS.
A CORREISPONDENT in Liverpool writes with reference to a
warniing as to a person calling himself Dr. Colgrove, which
appeared in the BRITISH MEDIC,AL JOURNAL of November 10th,
p. 1344, that a year or eighteen months ago he was called
upon by a person calling himself Dr. Colgrove Perry, who
told a plausible story and borrowed money, which has not
been repaid.

UNQUAL [0IFID PRACTICE.
MR. MACITF.OD YEARSLEY, F.R.C.S., Senior Surgeon to the

;Royal Ear Hospital, writes: I have read with pleasure and
approval your annotation in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
or November 10th concerning a certain impudent bonesetter.
Unhappily, the question immediately occurs to one's mind,
What good will it do ? I fear practically none. What is
required to stop this and a hundred other quackeries that
disgrace our country is a strong agitation by the profession
for legislation upon the matter. Our profession stands alone
as the most expensive to enter, the most trying to practise,
and the one whose members get the least privileges. We
are at once the most philanthropic and the hardest worked
of all men. We spend five of our be-t years in arduous and
unremitting stutdy, we pay heavily for our education, we
spend goodness knows how many years and how much cash
in building up a practice. and for all this we are absolutely
witlhout one single privilege, except that of giving as much
as we like of our services for nothing. But, not only do we
enjoy no privileges, we are accorded no protection. Any
man or woman may practise medicine and surgery so long
as he or she keeps just outside certain technical offences
against the law. 'l'hey-unauthorized practitioners-can
advertise, and so drain the gullible public of its
money. We-legal practitioners who have spent our
lives gaining knowledge-may not advertise that know-
ledge, our legitimate stock-in-trade. Will the Association,
with the great power it possesses, push forward a Bill
to remedy this great abuse? It is not only to protect
a long-suffering profession, but to protect the public that
stuch legislation is needed. It is not by amending the
Medical Acts, but by framing and getting made law a Bill to
sluppress illegal practice, that this end can be gained. It
should not be a question of whether this man or that has
" wrongfully assumed the title of doctor," but of whether he
is or is not legally qualified to practise mnedicine or surgery.
If the Association will take this matter up it shall have my
utmost help, as well as, I feel sure, that of every member of
otr profession. Let such a Bill be made law and we shall hear
less of the awful plight of the medical profession.
*** It might almost be assumed, though we have no doubt

the assumption would be incorrect, that Mr. Yearsley was
unaware that the British Medical Association had given
much attention to the subject, aild had after full inquiry
and discussion come to the conclusion that the proper way
to proceed was by promoting a Bill to amend the Mledical
Acts.

NOTE ON PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF
URIC-Ac ID-FRuEE DIET.

DiR. J. CUTHRERTSON WALKER (Derby) writes: It is now some
six years since my attention was first called to the part
played by uric acid in the causation of many common
diseases. It happened in this way: I had under my care a
middle-aged asthmatic woman who was suffering from a
severe protracted headache. This headache lasted for nine
months, except during a short period when great heart weak-
ness and pulmonary congestion supervened. After many
futile attempts at treatment, and a visit to a con-
stltant without any benefit, thinking that in some way
poasibly uric acid might be the cautse of the trouble, I sent
my patient to Dr. Alexander Haig. He diagnosed high
blood pressure headache from uricacidaemia, and put the
patient on his special diet and a mixture containing sal-
cylate of sodium. lProm that time she steadily improved.
Since then I have induced a number of patients to adopt a

dietary free (or compnrtiely free) from the " stimhlalnt
poisons," as Haig calls them, of flesh, tea, coffee, etc. My

experience is comparatively limited, but I think it is no
exaggeration to say that if mankind lived on such a diet as
Haig advises at least half the work of the medical profession
would disappear. But it is often impossible to make patients
change their lifelong habits, and among the poorer classes
especially any fundamental alteration of diet is in most cases
quite out of the question; though even among the working
classes one now and then finds a patient willing to- be
severely dieted. In many cases a good deal may be done by
modifying the, diet and reducing animal foods, etc. If we
admit, with Haig, that uric acid, by its presence in or
absence from the blood, to a large extent cot trols the circu-
lation it is clear that no drug should be used without some
thought as to its effect on uric acid, as to whether that
substance is likely to be dissolved or rendered less soluble
by the exhibition of the drug in question. Myv own personal
experience of Haig's diet extends over some five and a half
years. I formerly suffered from severe attacks of megrim,
with vomiting and prostration, and now and then from
rheumatism. I am now almost wholly free from these
troubles. Formerly, if I went an hour or two beyond my
uisual meal hour, a headache almost invariably resulted.
Now I should merely feel a little more hungry than at the
usual meal time. Any return to ordinary " mixed " diet is
apt to be followed by a headache, unless special means are
taken to prevent it, such as a few doses of salicylate of
sodium. I may say that while I adhere to Hlaig's diet in the
main, I do not strictly exclude eggs, and sometimes I take a
small auantity of fish. There is no difficulty in doing plenty
of hara work on the diet. In fact I find fatigue comes less
quickly and is more rapidly recovered from than on ordinary
diet. But on this (as on any diet) care must be taken that
enough nourishment, especially enough proteid, is taken and
digested. To attempt to live largely on such foods as
potatoes, green vegetables, etc., can only end in disaster.
And may I say here parenthetically that if some people eat
too much, probably quite as many eat too little. We are too
apt to be satisfied with some general statement of a patient
as to his diet, such as " I take my food well," or, " I have
not a very good appetite," instead of taking pencil and paper
and calculating as nearly as possible the dietetic worth of an
average day's food. All medical men who use the results of
Haig's work in their daily practice-and they are more
numerous than some think-should be grateful to him for
his laborious researches as to the r6le of uric acid in many
diseases.

"PSYCHASTRNIA."
DR. PHILIP MIIALL (Bradford)'writes: As reported in the BI#lris'F
MEDICAL JOURNAL of October 20th, Drs. Putnam and
Meyers suggest the word "psychasthenia" to denote the
pre-insane stage of mental disease. A good term would be
valuable, not to alienists alone, but it ought to be a good
one. It does not appear that an anatomical meaning is
especially required, nor that weakness is an integral part of
the meaning ; and the same objections apply to the cumbrous
terms " psycho-encephalon-asthenia," and, worst of all,
"cerebrasthenia." But there are suitable words, some of
which have already been used by writers on mental disease
and yet are hardly current. "Anoia," for example. "Agnoia"
or "agnoesia" would perhaps be better, to avoid obvious
puns. Mason Good's "ecphronia" would be unexception-
able, but perhaps the best is "taragmus." Pindar has
4pevav TapaXal for disturbances of the mind. I cannot
ascertain that any cognate word has been adopted in technical
medicine.

MEDICAL BENEVOLENCE OR ASSURANCE.
EUTHANASIA writes: May I strongly support the scheme pro-
posed by " Validus I in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of
November 10th, 1906.

XCAI. OF CHARGES FOR ADVXRTIxISEDEN IN TEe
BRITISH MUDICAL JOURNAL.

Eight lines andrnnder ... ... ... MD 4 0
Each additional line ... ... ... O 0 6
Awholecolumn ... ... ... ... 2 13 4
Apage.... .. ... ... ... ... 8 0 0

An average line contains six words.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to the Manager,

at the Office, not later than- first post on Wednesday morning
preceding publication; and if not paid for at the time, should be
accompanied by a reference.
Post-Office Orders should be made payable to the British Medical

Association at the General Post Office, London. Small amounts
mayr be paid in postage stamps.
N.D.-It is against the rules of the Post Office to receive lette at

Poste8 Restantes addressed either in initials or numbers.

A CORRECTION.
IN the paragraph on the inspection of vessels by the Medical

Officer of the Manchester Port Sanitary'Authority, published
last week, page 1331, it should have been stated that the
number of vessels inspected was 246. We are informed that
the insanitary conditions in a number of instances were very
serioous.
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